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MULTI-WAVELENGTH MODELLING OF DUSTY GALAXIES.
GRASIL AND APPLICATIONS
L. Silva1
RESUMEN
La distribuci´ on espectral de energ´ ıa de galaxias contiene la informaci´ on convolucionada de su contenido estelar y
gaseoso y de la tasa e historia de su formaci´ on estelar. Es por consiguiente un sondeo esencial de las propiedades
gal´ acticas. Cada intervalo espectral est´ a mayormente dominado por determinadas fuentes espec´ ıﬁcas de emisi´ on
o por procesos radiativos tales que ´ unicamente modelando todo el intervalo espectral es posible deconvolucionar
e interpretar la informaci´ on contenida en la SED en t´ e r m i n o sd el aS F Ryd el ae v o l u c i ´ on en general. Los
ingredientes y los m´ etodos de computaci´ on considerados en modelos de las SEDs en galaxias dependen de
la motivaci´ on. Los modelos te´ oricos tienen una ventaja sobre los modelos semi-emp´ ıricos observacionalmente
calibrados en raz´ on a su capacidad de interpretar y predecir resultados a pesar de involucrar mayor tiempo
de c´ omputo. Resumo aqu´ ı las caracter´ ısticas del c´ odigo GRASIL para calcular las SEDs de galaxias desde el
UV hasta el radio tratando con especial cuidado el tranporte radiativo y la emisi´ on del polvo. El c´ odigo ha
sido extensamente aplicado para interpretar observaciones y hacer predicciones para modelos semi-anal´ ıticos
de formaci´ on de galaxias. Presento en particular las aplicaciones en el contexto de modelos de galaxias y el
nuevo m´ etodo implementado en GRASIL basado en el algoritmo de redes neuronales artiﬁciales para lidiar con
el tiempo de c´ omputo en aplicaciones cosmol´ ogicas
ABSTRACT
The spectral energy distribution of galaxies contains a convolved information on their stellar and gas content,
on the star formation rate and history. It is therefore the most direct probe of galaxy properties. Each spectral
range is mostly dominated by some speciﬁc emission sources or radiative processes so that only by modelling the
whole spectral range it is possible to de-convolve and interpret the information contained in the SED in terms
of SFR and galaxy evolution in general. The ingredients and kind of computations considered in models for the
SEDs of galaxies depend on their aims. Theoretical models have the advantage of a broader interpretative and
predictive power with respect to observationally calibrated semi-empirical approaches, the major drawback
being a longer computational time. I summarize the main features of GRASIL, a code to compute the UV
to radio SED of galaxies treating the radiative transfer and dust emission with particular care. It has been
widely applied to interpret observations and to make predictions for semi-analytical galaxy formation models.
I present in particular the applications in the context of galaxy models, and the new method implemented
in GRASIL based on the artiﬁcial neural network algorithm to cope with the computing time for cosmological
applications.
Key Words: galaxies: evolution — galaxies: ISM — infrared: galaxies — ISM: dust, extinction — radiative transfer
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.S E Dc o m p o n e n t s
The spectral energy distribution (SED) of galax-
ies contains a convolved information on their stellar
and gas content, on the age and abundances of stel-
lar populations, on the chemistry and physical state
of the interstellar medium (ISM), on the star forma-
tion rate (SFR) and history. It is therefore the most
direct probe of galaxy properties. Each spectral
range is mostly dominated by some speciﬁc emission
sources or radiative processes acting on diﬀerent time
1INAF/Trieste, Via Tiepolo 11, I-34121, Trieste, Italy
(silva@oats.inaf.it).
scales, so that only by possibly analysing/predicting
the whole spectral range one can hope to de-convolve
and interpret the information contained in the SED
in terms of SFR and galaxy evolution in general.
The diﬀerent components are schematically
shown in Figure 1. The energy emitted by stars
mainly in the UV/optical to NIR spectral range is
the result of the star formation history/mass assem-
bly underwent by galaxies and giving rise to the spe-
ciﬁc mixture of ages, metallicity and mass distribu-
tion of the stellar populations. This emission inter-
acts with gas and dust in the ISM before emerg-
ing from galaxies. UV photons ionize and excite the
83©
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84 SILVA
Fig. 1. Schematic summary of the sources mostly contributing to the diﬀerent spectral ranges. The central plot shows
a model ﬁtting M82 as an example. The emission ∼
< 3000 ˚ A is dominated by young massive stars. In most cases a large
fraction of this energy is absorbed by dust in optically thick star forming regions and re-emitted as relatively hot mid
and far IR emission. The energy from more evolved stars, mostly emitting in the optical and near-IR, interacts with
the diﬀuse ISM. The absorbed fraction is re-emitted as cooler thermal radiation peaking at ∼ 100 μm. The mid-IR
continuum originates from hot dust both in thermal equilibrium with the radiation ﬁeld and from very small grains
ﬂuctuating in temperature after the absorption of single UV photons. The mid-IR features reveal the thickness and
composition of the dust (depth of the 9.7 μm silicate feature, and PAH emission bands). In quiescent or post-starburst
galaxies, the dust emission from AGB (ages ∼ 10
8 yr to a few Gyrs) circumstellar envelopes can dominate the mid-IR
(Bressan et al. 1998, 2006). The hard X-ray (∼
> 2 keV) emission in star-forming galaxies originates from X-ray binaries,
with high-mass systems (mass of the secondary ∼
> 8 M) dominating in starburst galaxies, and low-mass systems (mass
of the secondary ∼ 1 M) dominating in normal star forming galaxies. The non-thermal radio emission is explained as
synchrotron radiation from electrons injected into the ISM by supernovae explosions, and accelerated by the galactic
magnetic ﬁeld. It is therefore related to the recent SFR and together with the IR allows a ﬁner age tuning, e.g. in a
starburst the IR follows the SFR without delay while the radio emission needs at least the explosion of the ﬁrst SNae
to occur (Bressan et al. 2002). See text for more details.
gas producing HII regions with emission lines, that
are probes of the SFR and the chemistry, energet-
ics and physical state of the ISM where they are
produced. Atomic and molecular lines are present
from the X-ray to the radio range originating from
electronic or rotational/vibrational transitions. The
radio energy is mainly explained with free-free emis-
sion from ionized nebulae and synchrotron radia-
tion by supernova-injected electrons accelerated by
the galaxy magnetic ﬁeld. The X-ray range probes
mainly the emission from hot plasma and from X-
ray binary stars. The SED from a few μmt ot h e
sub-mm (generally IR) is dominated by dust emis-
sion after interaction with stellar radiation. Dust in©
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SED MODELLING OF DUSTY GALAXIES 85
Fig. 2. Schematic description of the main ingredients and relative aims of models for the SEDs of galaxies: (1) Star
formation history and possibly the corresponding evolution of the mass of gas and metallicity, and of other galaxy
properties. These inputs are obtained either with simple exponentials, or more detailed chemical evolution models, or
galaxy formation models. (2) Library of SSP spanning a wide range in age and metallicity. The sum of the spectral
luminosity contributed by the stellar generations born at each time step, weighted by the SFR at their birth, provides
the pure stellar integrated SEDs. (3) The ways in which the UV/optical attenuation and IR dust emission are usually
treated can be broadly classiﬁed into two main groups, semi-empirical and theoretical. In semi-empirical approaches, an
attenuation law is adopted (e.g. Calzetti 2000; Charlot & Fall 2000, or an extinction curve with a slab geometry etc).
This provides also the IR luminosity, whose shape is assigned with modiﬁed black-body curves or templates with diﬀerent
relative normalizations typically calibrated on observed IR colors. These very fast methods are useful in particular for
statistical analysis of large data sets, but may lack predictive power. In theoretical models an explicit evaluation of the
extinction and dust emission is performed, with diﬀerent levels of complexities and approximations, depending also on
the aims. In this way the eﬀective input SF history, mass of gas and geometrical information, if available, are accounted
for. These models have more predictive power to test not well observed (high-z) galaxies or diﬀerent assumptions, but
may require too long computing times.
galaxies, although being a small fraction of the mass
of gas (∼ 0.01 in our Galaxy), is a fundamental in-
gredient occurring in many environments –such as
circumstellar envelopes, supernova remnants, star-
forming regions and diﬀuse clouds– and intervening
and aﬀecting many chemical and physical processes,
for instance by acting as a catalyst for the forma-
tion of H2 molecules, by shielding dense and cold re-
gions from photo-dissociating UV photons allowing
gravitational collapse and star formation, by driv-
ing mass-loss in evolved stars, by depleting heavy
elements from the gas phase (e.g. Mathis 1990;
Dorschner & Henning 1995; Draine 2003). Dust
grains absorb and scatter short wavelength radia-
tion (λ ∼ < 1μm) with high eﬃciency and emit ther-
mally the absorbed energy in the IR where the ex-©
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86 SILVA
tinction eﬃciency steeply drops, because the subli-
mation temperature of dust is typically ∼ 1500 K,
therefore dust shapes the SED of galaxies.
1.2. Model ingredients and aims
The modelling of the entire SED of galaxies is
therefore very complex and full of uncertainties. Be-
cause of this diﬀerent approaches have been pro-
posed, depending also on the purpose of the appli-
cations. A general broad scheme of the ingredients
and relative aims is shown in Figure 2:
• A ﬁrst input to provide, if accounting for the evolu-
tion of the stellar populations, is the star formation
history, and possibly the corresponding evolution of
the metallicity, of the mass of gas and dust etc.
These quantities are typically obtained by adopt-
ing simple exponentials with diﬀerent e-folding time
scales, or more complete chemical evolution models,
or even more complex galaxy formation models. In
the latter case also geometrical inputs are provided.
• The pure stellar integrated SED can be obtained
straightforwardly by making use of a library of SSP
covering a large range in age and metallicity (e.g.
Bressan et al. 1998, 2002; Bruzual & Charlot 2003,
2008; Maraston 2005; Buzzoni 1995, 2002). Then
the spectral luminosity is obtained as a sum of that
of the diﬀerent stellar generations weighted by the
SFR at their birth, i.e.
Lλ(T)=
 T
0
LSSP
λ (T − t,Z(t))SFR(t)dt,
or more in general
Lλ(T)=
 T
0
 1
0
LSSP
λ (T − t,Z)SFR(t,Z)dZ dt ,
which applies for instance for galaxy mergers that
will not give rise to a one to one relation between age
and metallicity as instead is the case for a “mono-
lithic” evolution.
• The way in which the interaction between stel-
lar radiation and dust in the ISM is accounted for
to evaluate UV/optical attenuation and IR emission
from dust can be broadly classiﬁed into two main
approaches, semi-empirical and theoretical:
- Semi-empirical: In this case one typically
adopts an attenuation curve (a wavelength depen-
dence of the attenuation such as e.g. the Calzetti
(2000) or the Charlot & Fall (2000) curves, or an
extinction curve with a slab geometry, with a nor-
malization in a given band). This provides the to-
tal amount of IR luminosity. The spectral shape
of LIR is usually obtained by adopting modiﬁed
black-body curves or the superposition of templates
with diﬀerent relative normalization. These shapes
are adjusted by comparing with observed IR rela-
tions (e.g. IRAS and Spitzer color-color or color-
luminosity plots). This kind of approach is particu-
larly useful for statistical analysis of large data sets of
nearby galaxies, requiring fast computations. On the
other hand, they have not a great predictive power,
so caution must be paid when applying them to inter-
pret objects for which they have not been calibrated
for, such as high-z galaxies (e.g. Devriendt, Guider-
doni, & Sadat 1999; Chary & Elbaz 2001; Dale et
al. 2001; Dale & Helou 2002; Galliano et al. 2003;
Lagache, Dole, & Puget 2003; Da Cunha, Charlot,
& Elbaz 2008).
- Theoretical: Theoretical models include an
explicit computation of the radiative transfer (RT)
and of the dust emission, at diﬀerent levels of com-
plexities, ingredients and approximations depending
on the aims. This requires the adoption of a geom-
etry for stars and dust (bulge, disk, clumps, diﬀuse
etc), of a dust model (dust grains composition, opti-
cal properties, size distribution), and the computa-
tion of the temperature of dust as a function of the
incident radiation ﬁeld for each type of grain. The
RT of the radiation through the dust distribution is
usually solved either with ray-tracing (direct solu-
tion of the RT equation) or Monte Carlo (following
the path of randomly-generated photons) methods.
These models allow a broad interpretative and pre-
dictive power, their major drawback being the re-
quired computing time. For some applications (e.g.
the simulation of large number of galaxies in cosmo-
logical volumes) the computing time is too demand-
ing. Models in this group include Rowan-Robinson
(1980); Rowan-Robinson & Crawford (1989); Silva
et al. (1998); Efstathiou & Rowan-Robinson (2003);
Takagi, Arimoto, & Hanami (2003); Takagi, Vanse-
vicius, & Arimoto (2003); Siebenmorgen & Krugel
(2007); Dopita et al. (2005, 2006a,b); Groves et al.
(2008); Popescu et al. (2000); Tuﬀs et al. (2004);
Gordon et al. (2001); Baes et al. (2003); Jonsson
(2006); Bianchi (2008); Chakrabarti et al. (2008);
Li et al. (2008).
In § 2 I summarize the main characteristics and
aims of GRASIL, the code we developed to model the
SED of galaxies from the UV to the radio range by
treating the reprocessing of stellar radiation by dust
with particular care. The model has been widely
applied both to interpret observed SEDs of galaxies
of diﬀerent types to retrieve information on the SF
history, masses of stars and gas, attenuation proper-
ties etc., and to compute SEDs for diﬀerent galaxy©
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SED MODELLING OF DUSTY GALAXIES 87
Fig. 3. Scheme for GRASIL: the stellar populations and
mass of gas given in input to GRASIL are subdivided into
star-forming optically thick molecular clouds hosting the
youngest stars and the diﬀuse medium associated with
more evolved stars. Stars and dust are arranged in a
bulge and/or in a disc, by making use, when available, of
the geometrical information provided by the input model
galaxy. The radiative transfer of the radiation through
the dust distribution and the dust emission at each point
of the galaxy is computed to yield the emerging SED (UV
to radio) along any line of sight.
formation models in the cosmological context. In
§ 3 some applications of GRASIL to semi-analytical
galaxy formation models is summarized. The main
problem encountered when properly modelling SEDs
for galaxies in simulated cosmological volumes is the
computing time. For this reason, and anyway for any
application requiring large numbers of models, in § 4
I describe the implementation of the artiﬁcial neural
network algorithm to compute SEDs. This allows
to solve the computing time problem and therefore
to rely on a realistic modelling of the SEDs also to
simulate large cosmological volumes.
2. MODELLING SEDS WITH
GRA(PHITE)SIL(ICATE)
For a general purpose modelling of galaxy SEDs
we developed the code GRASIL2 (Silva et al. 1998,
hereafter S98; Silva 1999, hereafter S99; Granato et
al. 2000; Bressan, Silva, & Granato 2002; Silva et
al. 2003; Panuzzo et al. 2003; Vega et al. 2005).
Our main aims were to have a relatively realistic
2http://adlibitum.oat.ts.astro.it/silva/default.
html.
and ﬂexible multi-wavelength model with a reason-
able computing time, that could be applied both to
interpret observations and to make predictions for
galaxy formation models. These requirements drove
our choices for the ingredients and computations to
include in GRASIL (see Figure 3 for a scheme). To
fulﬁll the ﬁrst requirement we consider:
• A relatively realistic geometry with stars and
dust in a bulge and/or in a disk, by adopting a King
and a double exponential proﬁle respectively.
• Three diﬀerent dusty environments: a dense
phase to represent star forming molecular clouds
(MC) associated with the youngest stars, a diﬀuse
phase (the “cirrus”) associated with more evolved
stars, and the dusty envelopes around AGB stars.
Therefore we take into account the clumping of
both (young) stars and dust within a more diﬀuse
medium. The relative importance of the diﬀerent
phases depends on the star formation history.
• We account for the birth of stars within MCs
by gradually decreasing the fraction of energy they
emit within MCs as a function of their age. This
gives rise to an age-dependent extinction that can
have important properties when interpreting obser-
vations.
• The dust grains include big grains in ther-
mal equilibrium with the radiation ﬁeld, very small
grains ﬂuctuating in T, and PAH molecules. The
emission from each type of grain is computed as a
function of the radiation ﬁeld in each volume ele-
ment of the model galaxy.
• We include (directly in the SSPs) the compu-
tation of the radio emission, both thermal and non-
thermal, adding further insights to interpret obser-
vations.
• The output consists in the UV to radio SED,
both continuum and nebular lines.
To fulﬁll the computing time requirement, the
model has geometrical symmetries (axial and equa-
torial), we approximate the RT in the cirrus compo-
nent (the real bottle-neck of the whole computation),
and we avoid Monte Carlo calculations. See S98 and
S99 for more details.
Several improvements and updates have been
performed since the ﬁrst version in S98. These com-
prise: (1) the inclusion of radio emission (Bressan et
al. 2002); (2) the nebular emission lines (Panuzzo et
al. 2003); (3) the computation of the PAH bands
has been updated by adopting the Draine & Li
(2007) cross sections and proﬁles, following the pro-
cedure described in Vega et al. (2005) for the Li &
Draine (2001) version; (4) the setting of the grids
(reported in appendix A of S99) have been improved©
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88 SILVA
so that also very high optical depths (τ1μm ∼ 100) in
the cirrus can be managed; (5) the usage has been
made easier through the user-friendly web interface
GALSYNTH3 that allows to run GRASIL (and the chem-
ical evolution code CHE EVO to produce the input star
formation histories) with an on-line help and with-
out installing the code; (6) if required, the comput-
ing time has been improved by more than 2 orders
of magnitude with the ANN algorithm (see § 4).
With these ingredients the model has been suc-
cessfully applied in many contexts (e.g. see the above
references and Granato et al. 2004; Silva et al. 2005;
Panuzzo et al. 2007a,b; Fontanot et al. 2007; Gal-
liano et al. 2008; Vega et al. 2008; Baugh et al. 2005;
Lacey et al. 2008; Fontanot et al. 2009; Schurer et
al. 2009).
As an example of interpretative work, Figure 4
shows a full SED ﬁt to NGC 4435, an early-type
galaxy in the Virgo cluster for which we obtained
Spitzer/IRS data (Bressan et al. 2006). The model
ﬁt allowed us to estimate several quantities such as
the mass of stars and dust and the age of the last
burst. The estimated values are consistent with in-
dependent evaluations from emission lines and dy-
namical studies (see Panuzzo et al. 2007b). Other
interpretative works include for instance studies of
the UV attenuation properties in spiral galaxies and
the role played by the age-dependent attenuation
(Granato et al. 2000; Panuzzo et al. 2007a); de-
tailed analysis of the star formation rates, masses
and staburst/AGN contributions in ULIRGs (Vega
et al. 2008, and this volume); exploiting the IR and
radio SEDs to date starburst galaxies (Bressan et al.
2002); studying and quantifying the eﬀects of the
chemical evolution of dust on the SED (Schurer et
al. 2009); assigning an age and a mass to super star
clusters (Galliano et al. 2008).
3. COMPUTING SEDS IN SEMI-ANALYTICAL
GALAXY FORMATION MODELS
The study of galaxy formation and evolution is
being heavily tackled in these years both observa-
tionally and theoretically. Observational programs
covering the whole wavelength range are systemati-
cally and directly unveiling galaxy populations at all
redshifts, whose main properties depend on the se-
lection criteria. The detection of high-z galaxy pop-
ulations are particularly important to track the pro-
cess of galaxy formation as a function of the cosmic
epoch.
From the theoretical point of view, the modeling
of galaxy formation and evolution in a cosmologi-
3http://galsynth.oapd.inaf.it/galsynth/.
Fig. 4. Fit to the observed SED of NGC4435, an early-
type galaxies in the Virgo cluster for which we obtained
Spitzer/IRS spectra (in the inset). The diﬀerent compo-
nents contributing to the model SED are indicated in the
ﬁgure. From Panuzzo et al. (2007b).
cal context involves many processes at very diﬀerent
scales, from Mpcs to sub-pc. The widest range of
observed galaxy properties have been analyzed using
the so-called semi-analytic methods (White & Rees
1978; Lacey & Silk 1991; White & Frenk 1991), that
consist in calculating the evolution of the baryon
component using simple analytical expressions, while
the evolution of the dark matter (DM) is calcu-
lated directly using gravity-only N-body or Monte
Carlo techniques. Also hydro-simulations must in-
clude sub-grid analytical expressions for fundamen-
tal processes such as SF and feedback, shaping the
ﬁnal result (e.g. Di Matteo, Springel, & Hernquist
2005).
The ﬁnal step to get the output simulated galaxy
catalogues, is the computation of the full range SED
of each mock galaxy, by appropriately taking into
account its particular star formation and metallic-
ity history and geometrical arrangement of the stel-
lar populations and of the ISM, as predicted by the
model, so to check that the predictions are or are not
representative of the real universe and retrieve some
information on the galaxy formation. The best way
to proceed would be a full Monte Carlo RT code to
allow any geometrical conﬁguration of the distribu-
tion of the stars and of the ISM. Of course this is not
feasible because of diverging computing times. This
is not possible also if one were to consider only the
optical-UV extinction and avoiding the computation
of the IR emission (thus avoiding the comparison
with a large dataset). In fact, RT Monte Carlo codes
at present are used coupled with hydro-simulations
of single galaxies, not for cosmological applications©
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Fig. 5. Attenuations and LFs for a low and a high-z
galaxy catalogue from MORGANA. SEDs computed with
GRASIL (continuous regions and lines) and with semi-
empirical treatments (hatched regions and dashed lines).
See text for details.
(e.g. Jonsson et al. 2006; Chakrabarti et al. 2007; Li
et al. 2008). On the other hand, since the attempt
to theoretically understand the assembly of baryons
within the hierarchy of DM halos is inevitably sub-
jected to strong uncertainties and degeneracies, as
much observational constraints as possible must be
taken into account by models to hope to get some
hints on the overall scenario and possibly the main
involved physical processes, therefore only a multi-
wavelength analysis of galaxy data can help to un-
derstand the complexities of galaxy formation and
evolution.
Most semi-analytical models (SAM) have made
use of simple empirical treatments to compute the
SED (e.g. Guiderdoni et al. 1998; Kauﬀmann et
al. 1999; Somerville & Primack 1999; Hatton et al.
2003; Blaizot et al. 2004; De Lucia, Kauﬀmann, &
White 2004).
The only SAMs that include a UV to sub-mm RT
computation are GALFORM (Cole et al. 2000; Granato
et al. 2000; Baugh et al. 2005; Lacey et al. 2008),
MORGANA (MOdel for the Rise of GAlaxies aNd Active
nuclei, Monaco et al. 2007; Fontanot et al. 2007,
2009), and ABC (Anti-hierarchical Baryonic Collapse,
Granato et al. 2004; Silva et al. 2005; Lapi et al.
2006).
In particular, GALFORM was the ﬁrst SAM for
which a detailed comparison with UV to sub-mm
data, both at low and high-z, was undertaken. It
was constrained by considering a large wealth of ob-
servations, including spectral properties of galaxies
as a function of their morphology, attenuation and
inclination-dependent properties, luminosity func-
tions, galaxy counts and redshift distributions. Only
by being able to consider in a reliable way such a
large wavelength range it was possible to ﬁnd out
strong constraints to the galaxy model (see Baugh
et al. 2005).
The computing time is probably the main reason
why the importance of the reliability of the treat-
ment of the SED has been very often overlooked,
apart maybe an underestimation of the importance
of dust eﬀects until a few years ago. In fact, at least
for SAMs, the time required by the RT calculation
is the bottleneck of the whole computation.
An interesting –although obvious– point to take
into account when computing SEDs, is that diﬀerent
treatments yield diﬀerent SEDs for the same input
star formation history. Therefore the interpretation
of the predictions of a galaxy formation model and
claims on its successes or failures are aﬀected by the
SED computation. As an example, in Figure 5 we
show the attenuation properties and the IR luminos-©
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Fig. 6. Schematic representation of a feed-forward multi-
layer ANN: a network of connected computing units
(“neurons”), with a set of input units (in our case the
controlling parameters of the SED), and a set of output
units (in our case the SED, one unit for each λ). The
weights (strengths) of the connections between each cou-
ple of units of consecutive layers are the adjustable pa-
rameters of the ANN. This is accomplished by training
the ANN to reproduce a large set of pre-computed in-
puts (SED controlling parameters)-outputs (correspond-
ing SED). See text for more details.
ity functions (LF) we obtain for a low and a high-z
mock catalogue extracted from the MORGANA model,
by computing SEDs either with GRASIL or with semi-
empirical treatments. The upper panel shows atten-
uations and color excesses; the middle panel edge-on
to face-on attenuation; the bottom panel the IR LFs
(see more details in Fontanot et al. 2009).
4. MODELLING SEDS WITH ARTIFICIAL
NEURAL NETWORKS
4.1. Generalities
SEDs are complex, non-linear, high-dimensional
and large-variance functions of some galaxy proper-
ties. Artiﬁcial neural networks (ANN) are mathe-
matical algorithms particularly suited to handle this
kind of complex function approximation. They were
introduced to somehow replicate the brain behav-
ior, in particular their strength is that they are con-
structed so to learn from examples.A s s h o w n b e -
low, actually we have chosen ANN to model SEDs
because they work.
A typical scheme of how ANN work is in Figure 6:
• The algorithm is based on a group of comput-
ing units (“neurons”) connected in a network, with a
set of input units (in our case the parameters deter-
mining the SED), and a set of output units (in our
case the SED, one unit for each λ). The way in which
the inputs are transmitted and elaborated to recon-
Fig. 7. Examples of SEDs computed with “full” GRASIL
compared to their reconstruction with the ANN method.
The SEDs are almost superimposed.
struct the output is set according to the architecture,
the propagation rule, and the learning algorithm.
• The architecture is the pattern of connection
between the units and the way in which data are
propagated. We adopt a typical feed-forward multi-
layer ANN. This means that, between the input and
output layers, there is at least one hidden layer of
computing units, and the signal moves only in the
forward direction, each unit of one layer being con-
nected to all units of the next layer.
• The propagation rule is such that the signal
moves in parallel, the operation made by each unit
is a weighted sum of the signal received by all units
of the previous layer, i.e. nj =

k wjkik,w h e r ewjk
is the value of the connection between the destina-
tion unit j and the original unit k of the previous
layer. Then the actual output value from unit j is
obtained by operating a non-linear function on it, i.e.
oj = f(nj). A typical choice for f(x) is the sigmoid
function.©
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Fig. 8. Examples of randomly extracted galaxy models from the ABC SAM. The SEDs obtained either with the full
GRASIL or the ANN reconstruction are almost superimposed.
• The learning or training algorithm we have
adopted is the supervised one, in which the ANN
is trained with a given target. The weights are ad-
justed to best approximate a given set of known in-
puts/outputs. This means the ANN is trained to
predict the SED from controlling parameters using a
suitable pre-computed training set of input parame-
ters and their corresponding SEDs. The best values
of the weights are then used to reconstruct the SED
corresponding to any given set of input parameters.
4.2. ANN and SEDs
We have worked to use ANN to compute SEDs
with two methods:
• “Universal” and very fast method (Silva et al.,
in preparation): we have implemented the ANN al-
gorithm directly in GRASIL so that to it is possible
to choose the “full mode” or the “ANN mode” to
compute the SED. This is possible because in this
method the input parameters are those quantities
that eﬀectively determine the SED in GRASIL, sepa-
rately for the star-forming molecular clouds and cir-
rus components. In the ANN mode, the code com-
putes the extinction normally, while the IR SED is
reconstructed with separately trained ANNs for MCs
and cirrus, since they have very diﬀerent proper-
ties. This method requires one single trained net
(for each component) for any application. Of course
the trained net must be suitably set to encompass a
large range parameters values.
The controlling parameters for the IR SEDs of MCs
are: τMC (optical depth of MCs); RMC/Rsubl (the ra-
dius of the MC with respect to the dust sublimation
radius).
The controlling parameters for the IR SEDs of cir-
rus are: Ldust (bolometric L of cirrus dust); Mdust
(mass of cirrus dust); τp, τe (polar and equatorial
optical depths of cirrus dust); rstar/rdust,z star/rstar,
zdust/rdust (scale-radii and scale-heights of stars and
dust in the bulge and/or disk); hardness of the radi-©
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Fig. 9. Galaxy counts at 24 and 850 μmf o rt h eABC
SAM: comparison between counts obtained with the full
computation for the SED (dashed line), and the ANN
reconstruction (continuous line).
ation ﬁeld heating the cirrus (expressed as the ratio
between 0.3a n d1μm).
The computing time in a ∼ 1G H zC P Ui s∼ 1 sec-
ond. This allows large cosmological volumes to be
simulated.
• “Less Universal” and super fast method
(Almeida et al., in preparation): this method has
been speciﬁcally studied for the GALFORM+GRASIL
model to be used within the Millennium Simula-
tion. The input parameters are searched among the
GALFORM galaxy properties, and include the stellar
mass and metallicity, the circular velocity, the bolo-
metric luminosity, the half-mass radii for bulge and
disk, the V-band optical depth, the mass of stars
formed in bursts, the time from the last burst. Each
new simulated catalogue of galaxies requires its own
trained net. The computing time with this method
is extremely fast,   1 sec. It therefore allows to fully
exploit the whole Millennium Simulation.
Figures 7 and 8 show examples of SEDs recon-
structed with the ANN method compared with the
corresponding original SEDs computed directly with
GRASIL. The ﬁrst plot shows the models ﬁtting the
observed SEDs of the well-known starburst M82 and
the ultra-luminous IR galaxy ARP220. The second
plot show examples of randomly extracted galaxy
models from the ABC semi-analytical galaxy forma-
tion model. In either case the reconstructed SED is
almost superimposed to the original one, with diﬀer-
ences amounting to a few percents (< 10%). More
integrated quantities, such as luminosity functions
and galaxy counts, are therefore expected to pro-
vide even better results, since small diﬀerences in
the SEDs are smoothed out. As an example, Fig-
ure 9 shows the comparison for the 24 and 850 μm
galaxy counts for the ABC model.
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